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Abstract

Wind-driven mixing and Ekman pumping from slow-moving tropical cyclones (TCs) can bring nutrients to the euphotic zone, promoting phytoplankton blooms (TC-PBs) observable by satellite remote sensing. We examine an exceptional (z-score = 18-48) TC-PB induced by category-1 Cyclone Oma near the South Pacific island of Vanuatu in February 2019, the most extreme event in the observed satellite record of South Pacific surface Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a). Examining 15 South Pacific TC-PBs since 1997, we identify a “hover” parameter derivable from storm track data correlated with post-TC surface Chl-a ($r=0.83$). Using a dataset of synthetic storm tracks, we show revisit times for South Pacific TC-PBs are $O(250)$ years, and $O(1,500)$ years for Oma-scale TC-PBs. The episodic, extreme, but consistent nature of such events means they may imprint on sediment records. If so, we show their signature could be used to reconstruct past TC variability.
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Abstract

Wind-driven mixing and Ekman pumping from slow-moving tropical cyclones (TCs) can bring nutrients to the euphotic zone, promoting phytoplankton blooms (TC-PBs) observable by satellite remote sensing. We examine an exceptional (z-score = 18-48) TC-PB induced by category-1 Cyclone Oma near the South Pacific island of Vanuatu in February 2019, the most extreme event in the observed satellite record of South Pacific surface Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a). Examining 15 South Pacific TC-PBs since 1997, we identify a “hover” parameter derivable from storm track data correlated with post-TC surface Chl-a (r=0.83). Using a dataset of synthetic storm tracks, we show revisit times for South Pacific TC-PBs are O(250) years, and O(1,500) years for Oma-scale TC-PBs. The episodic, extreme, but consistent nature of such events means they may imprint on sediment records. If so, we show their signature could be used to reconstruct past TC variability.

Plain Language Summary

We demonstrate that a relatively weak Tropical Cyclone, Oma, produced the most extreme primary production event observed in the South Pacific satellite record of surface Chlorophyll-a. We examined 154 South Pacific tropical cyclones since 1997 - finding just 15 storms had blooms in their wake, although none compared to the response in the wake of Oma. Phytoplankton blooms require specific conditions for formation, namely that they “hover” in place over a long enough period of time, so that wind-driven upwelling of nutrient rich deep water can enter the sunlit surface layers of the ocean and promote photosynthesis. We can characterize the “hovering” of cyclones using a simple parameter derived from location data alone, and so we examine a 10,000 year synthetic dataset of 96,000 South Pacific tropical cyclone tracks to explore the recurrence period of these blooms. We find that Oma-type blooms recur only once in 1500-2000 years. If biological material from these extreme events reaches the sea floor, the rare but consistent nature of such blooms may be visible in the sedimentary record and help constrain past variability in tropical cyclones.

1 Introduction

Strong winds in tropical cyclones (TCs) lead to turbulent mixing, increasing the depth of the mixed layer, (Dickey et al., 1998; Emanuel, 1999). The curl of TC wind stress also drives Ekman pumping that forces surface waters outwards from the TC core and upwells cold, deep, and nutrient-rich water to replace them. The memory of a TC’s passing is often seen as anomalous declines in ocean surface temperature (Fisher, 1958; Leipp, 1967), especially for slow-moving TCs (Price, 1981). Over a period of days to weeks, ocean mixing brings the ocean back to equilibrium (Haney et al., 2012).

Mixing and upwelling due to a TC can trigger a unique biological response. Deep nutrient-rich waters can be mixed into the surface layer, triggering primary production and a TC-wake phytoplankton bloom (TC-PB), detected by ocean color satellites as increased surface Chlorophyll a (Chl-a) (I. Lin et al., 2003) after a TC’s passing. PBs play an important role in the uptake of atmospheric carbon and benthic-pelagic coupling, exporting particulate organic material to the deep ocean (Graf et al., 1982; Smith et al., 1996). TC-PBs near land can be amplified by terrestrial rainwater and sediment runoff caused by the TC itself (Zheng & Tang, 2007), however here we will focus on areas away from land boundaries.

Whether a TC-PB occurs depends on interactions between the atmosphere, ocean, and biosphere (I.-I. Lin, 2012). The strength and position of cyclone winds determines the depth of vertical mixing and the amount of Ekman upwelling. If upwelling persists, allowing mixing to incorporate deeper waters, a previously-nutrient-limited bloom can occur. The translation speed of a TC therefore determines the balance of these effects
at a specific geographic location. If a TC moves too fast, nutrients may not be entrained into the euphotic zone to promote primary production.

Previous work has focused on TC-wake CHL-a responses in the South China Sea and Pacific storm track regions (I.-I. Lin, 2012; Pan et al., 2018; Wang, 2020). There, anomalous TC-PBs typically account for only a small percentage of total surface CHL-a observed in a typical year (I.-I. Lin, 2012), and likely have little impact on carbon cycling, marine food webs, or sedimentation. Because tropical and sub-tropical regions often harbor deep sub-surface chlorophyll maxima at depths of 100 m or more, (Cullen, 2015), some post-TC increases in surface CHL-a may not be the signal of primary production but instead a vertical redistribution of pre-existing biomass from wind-driven vertical mixing (Chai et al., 2021).

Here, we use ocean color satellites and storm track data to present a first study of TC-PBs in the South Pacific, prompted by the observation of an extreme TC-PB from the Category 1 TC Oma. Observed surface CHL-a over two weeks in the wake of TC Oma exceeded climatology by 1020%, and cannot be explained as a vertical redistribution of sub-surface biomass. From 1997-present, we identify 15 South Pacific TC-PBs, finding surface CHL-a response is correlated (Ezekiel’s adjusted r=0.83) to a “hover” parameter quantifiable from storm track data alone. We use a synthetic storm track dataset (Bloemendaal et al., 2020) to quantify the statistical properties of TC-PBs in the South Pacific, including the scaling behavior of the hover parameter and the revisit time of large TC-PBs. Because Oma-scale TC-PBs are extreme, rare, and scale with overall TC frequency, we show that observations of increased sedimentation rates induced by Oma-scale South Pacific blooms could allow for a reconstruction of past South Pacific TC frequency.

2 Methods and Data

To observe the surface ocean response to tropical cyclones, we use four separate satellite platforms:

- MODIS (2002-present) is a spectrometer aboard the sun-synchronous AQUA satellite. It passes south-to-north over the equator each afternoon, meaning South Pacific regions are typically imaged near mid-day. The AQUA return period is 2-3 days for the South Pacific and we use MODIS data provided on an approximately equal-area 4.8km grid.
- VIIRS (2012-present) is a spectrometer on board the SUOMI NPP satellite and has a daily revisit time. We use CHL-a data provided on an equal-area 4.8 km grid.
- SeaWIFS (1997-2010) was the sole instrument aboard the OrbView-2 satellite. It had a daily revisit time period we use data provided on an equal-area 9.6km grid.
- HIMALAWARI-8 (2015-present) is a geostationary satellite that images the entire South Pacific once per 10 minutes on a nominal 5 km grid. We use daily average composite maps of CHL-a data. The HIMALAWARI-8 data provided is not quality controlled, and is susceptible to “speckle” noise around clouds (see e.g., Supporting Figure 1).

Three satellite products (MODIS, VIIRS, SeaWIFS) are obtained on approximately equal-area sinusoidal grids through the NASA Ocean Color Data portal, and we obtain daily composites of near-surface CHL-a using a merged band ratio algorithm and color index scheme for oligotrophic oceans (Hu et al., 2012). This CHL-a retrieval algorithm has been extensively validated against in-situ data and is the standard technique for measuring ocean surface Chlorophyll concentrations. HIMALAWARI-8 provides hourly CHL-a data on a fixed, equal-area grid using a similar band ratio and indexing scheme (Murakami, 2016). To compare all satellite data products, each is interpolated to a 0.1° by 0.1° grid by taking the mean of all values closest to a given location in the target grid, excluding
those that are cloud-affected. Because clouds are present in all data, we use a 14-day backwards moving average filter to infill missing (cloud-affected) data.

Observed South Pacific TC data (latitude, longitude, translation speed, Saffir-Simpson category, radius to maximum winds) is obtained via the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS (Knapp et al., 2010)). We use latitude, longitude, category, and radius-to-maximum-wind values provided by the NOAA National Hurricane Center and U.S. Navy Joint Typhoon Warning Centre (JTWC) (usa_lat, usa_lon, usa_sshs, usa_rmw). Sections of storm tracks where 3 or more fixes with the distance between fixes < 70 km are investigated. In total 1293 TCs from 1897-2021 had latitude and longitude tracks. Of these 490 were tracked with Saffir-Simpson categories, and 186 were tracked with radius to maximum winds. The average radius to maximum winds of South Pacific TCs is 61.4 km. We include all TCs from the time they are identified as tropical storms (usa_sshs ≥ 0). Storm tracks which are not identified with a category (usa_sshs = −1) are excluded, and the first storm where usa_sshs > −1 is in 1956. When necessary, we specify the radius to maximum winds for storms without a measurement as 61.4 km, which yields a total of 267 storms.

Sea surface temperature data is used in concert with Chl-a and storm track data to identify the location of strong upwelling events and pinpoint the location of TC-PBs. Details on the response of the upper ocean to the passing of each TC, the delay between the TC passing and subsequent observed SST anomaly, and surface Chl-a values are provided in the Supporting Information Table S2. For all but one TC, we use Multi-scale Ultra-high Resolution (MUR) SST data (JPL Mur MEaSUREs Project, 2015) to report SST anomalies. The remaining TC (Katrina, 1998) was observed prior to the availability of MUR and MODIS data - we report its Chl-a response using SeaWIFS and SST change from AVHRR Pathfinder SST data (Saha et al., 2018). We also use NOAA Optimum Interpolation 1/4 Degree Daily Temperature Analysis Version 2 SST (Reynolds et al., 2007, OISSTV2) data to confirm and plot SST anomalies (see Fig. 1a).

3 An Extreme Tropical Cyclone-induced Phytoplankton Bloom in the South Pacific

TC Oma was first identified as a Tropical Depression in the Coral Sea region beginning on February 11, 2019. It intensified to Category 1 (Saffir-Simpson scale) on February 15 west of Vanuatu, where it remained until February 18, briefly weakening and then reintensifying, before tracking southwest and transitioning to a Tropical Storm on February 20. The track of TC Oma is shown as a red line in Fig. 1(a), with a blue solid line indicating periods when classified as a Category 1 cyclone and the location of Oma on February 21 shown as a red circle. The upper-ocean response to Oma’s presence was confined to an approximately 1.7 million km$^2$ region west of Vanuatu, a red box in Fig. 1(a).

After TC Oma departed Vanuatu, it left in its wake cold, biomass-rich water. Between February 17 and February 23, sea surface temperatures Fig. 1(a) declined by up to 4.5 degrees, indicating strong Ekman upwelling. Fig. 1(d) shows MODIS-AQUA surface Chl-a detected on February 21, 2019. The cold wake contained high concentrations of surface chlorophyll, in places estimated to exceed 15 mg/m$^3$. High surface values are not likely to be the result of mixing of a deep Chl-a maximum as may occur in the northwest Pacific or in weak observed blooms (Chai et al., 2021). We examine the single bio-ARGO float (ID 6901656) that recorded profiles of chlorophyll, salinity, temperature, and 490nm downwelling irradiance with depth near the WVR (in the period March-May 2015), with average Chl-a, salinity, and temperature values provided in Supporting Figure 2. We find the highest possible Chl-a value that could be recorded by a color satellite due to the mixing of this deep maximum is less than 0.5 mg/m$^3$ (Supporting Info Text S1). Given that retrieved Chl-a values exceeded 1 mg/m$^3$ throughout the Oma PB and across
Figure 1. South Pacific response to the passing of Tropical Cyclone Oma. (a) Change in NOAA OISSTV2 sea surface temperature temperature between on Feb 17, 2019 and Feb 23 2019. Red dashed line is trajectory of TC Oma. Blue segments are when Oma was a Category 1 storm. Red box is inset region in (b-d). Red circle is location of Oma on Feb. 21, 2019. (b) Multiple of average Chl-a recorded 2/21/19-3/04/19 from seasonal climatology over same period. White box is “West Vanuatu Region” (WVR). (c) Maximum event percentage (MEP) 2002-present. (d) MODIS-AQUA Chl-a concentration (mg/m$^3$) on February 21, 2019 in red box of (a). (e) Chl-a measurements in the WVR for ocean color satellites, 1997-present. Plots are offset by +2 for image clarity. Dashed line indicates a “bloom” of 0.5 mg/m$^3$ for each product.
multiple satellite platforms, we are confident the bloom could not have been due to deep mixing of the sub-surface Chl-a maximum, and we adopt a standard threshold of 0.5 mg/m$^3$ to identify whether a bloom occurs (Carstensen et al., 2015)). Here 245,000 km$^2$ met this threshold within the red box of Fig. 1a. While Oma’s cloud cover and the 2-3 day revisit period of the AQUA satellite means there are no MODIS observations of ocean color in this region after Oma arrives and before the 21st, the geostationary HIMAWARI-8 satellite platform confirms the bloom magnitude and extent and its emergence before February 21 (see Fig. 1c, Supporting Figure 1).

The Oma TC-PB was an extreme outlier. Fig. 1(b) shows the ratio of average February 21 - March 4 2019 MODIS-AQUA Chl-a to climatological values for the same annual time period (excluding 2019). Regions locally exceed climatology by up to 4180%. We focus on a 52,000 km$^2$, region that we term the West Vanuatu Region (WVR) (white contour, Fig. 1c,d), between 14.1$^\circ$ and 17.1$^\circ$S and 164$^\circ$ and 165.6$^\circ$E. All MODIS cloud-free values in this box indicated the presence of a bloom on February 21 (Fig. 1d), with an average Chl-a of 4.7 mg/m$^3$. The two-week climatology was exceeded on average by 1020%. The Oma TC-PB was not only unprecedented for this annual two-week period, but also for any two week period in the observational record. In Fig. 1(c), we plot the maximum two-week event percentage (MEP), computed as:

$$MEP = 100 \times \frac{\text{Maximum average Chl-a over any continuous two week period}}{\text{Average two-week Chl-a}}.$$ (1)

MEP quantifies the spatial and temporal localization of blooms. If a region experiences periodic blooming, many large events contribute to the full-period average, and one bloom among many would therefore lead to low MEP values. Average MEP in the South Pacific is 350% - meaning on average the highest two-week Chl-a response from 2002-2021 exceeded 2002-2021 climatology by a factor of 3.5. Within the WVR, MEP values were 1340% on average, and in places exceeded 5000%. Comparable MEP values were not found elsewhere in the South Pacific, rendering the Oma TC-PB the most extreme event in the MODIS record.

A time series of average Chl-a in the WVR is plotted in Fig. 1(e) for the four satellite-derived Chl-a products. All agree on the extreme nature of the OMA TC-PB. Excluding the Oma TC-PB period, average surface Chl-a measurements were 0.18±0.09 mg/m$^3$ (MODIS), 0.13±0.04 mg/m$^3$ (SEAWIFS), 0.25±0.12 mg/m$^3$ (VIIRS), and 0.09±0.03 mg/m$^3$ (HIMAWARI-8). We compute z-scores for WVR-average Chl-a ($C_{WVR}$)

$$z = \frac{C_{WVR} - \mu_{WVR}}{\sigma_{WVR}},$$ (2)

where $\sigma_{WVR}$ is the unbiased sample standard deviation of $C_{WVR}$ over the WVR region for the time period preceding the bloom, and $\mu_{WVR}$ the mean. Based on WVR-average Chl-a recorded during the peak of the post-Oma bloom, the Oma TC-PB had a z-score of 48 (MODIS), 31 (HIMAWARI-8), or 18 (VIIRS). As extreme TC-PBs recur on periods much longer than the satellite record, z-scores are inappropriate to determine recurrence times, as they assume normal, well-sampled statistics (for example a 48$\sigma$ event has a repeat time of once in many times the lifetime of the universe). We quantify return periods using a much longer record of synthetic TC statistics below and merely highlight z-scores to illustrate the extreme nature of the Oma TC-PB over the observed record.

While there are seasonal increases in surface Chl-a in the WVR, blooms are not commonly observed. In the MODIS dataset, the WVR experienced five “bloom” periods (Chl-a>0.5 mg/m$^3$) from 1997-present, encompassing 38 days. Of those, 16 were part of the Oma TC-PB. The maximum value of MODIS-derived Chl-a in the WVR, not including the Oma TC-PB was 0.75 mg/m$^3$, making the Oma TC-PB 6.3 times larger than the next highest recorded event on May 12, 2017, which was a TC-PB induced by TC Donna. Donna was the strongest off-season cyclone recorded in the South Pacific, and
produced the largest non-Oma TC-PB, which was recorded by all three active color satel-
lites, centered at 13.7°S, north of the WVR (see Supporting Table S1). No “blooms” other
than the Oma TC-PB were observed by SEAWIFS or HIMAWARI-8. The VIIRS dataset
records the highest average Chl-a in the WVR, with 140 days as experiencing a bloom,
16 during the Oma TC-PB. Yet if the threshold for a bloom is adjusted to 1 mg/m³, only
the peak of the Donna TC-PB is counted as a “bloom” outside of the Oma TC-PB.

3.1 Tropical cyclone relationship to surface chlorophyll response

We next seek to understand controlling factors on TC-PBs in the tropical South
Pacific. To do this we manually identified 15 storms (including Oma) which developed
TC-PBs in their wake out of 154 observed South Pacific TCs since 1997. For each South
Pacific TC, we examined the local SST anomaly in the wake of each category 1 or higher
TC, with large SST anomalies indicating high levels of Ekman upwelling. We then ex-
amined locations with strong post-storm SST anomalies for anomalous increases in sur-
face Chl-a.

The locations of the blooms are shown for each storm in Fig. 2a, with details on
locations, post-storm SST anomalies and Chl-a response provided in Supporting Infor-
mation. We also show in Fig. 2(a) show the number of times one of the South Pacific
TCs recorded in the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS)
passes over a location within the radius of maximum winds for at least one fix over the
storm duration. Locations are on a coarsened to a 0.5x0.5 degree grid, and the count is
integrated over all storms. Only 267 of 1293 recorded tracks are included here as they have information about storm strength and pass into the geographic region shown in Fig. 2a. Out of these, on average 12 were recorded over the WVR.

For a TC-PB to occur, wind mixing and Ekman upwelling must combine to allow nutrient-rich water below the euphotic zone to mix into it. This requires cyclone wind-driven mixing, upwelling, and time. Figure 2(c) scatters average TC-PB Chl-a concentrations after the storm (methods) against a “hover parameter”, $H$ (units $s^2/m$), where,

$$H = \int_0^{\infty} \frac{1}{V} \Theta(V < 3 \text{m/s}) \, dt$$

(3)

where $V$ is the storm translation speed. $H$ describes the period of time during which a storm is translating slowly and is a quadratic function of the storm speed. We use the threshold $V < 3$ m/s as identified in (I.-I. Lin, 2012) used to identify storms that lead to a TC-PB in their wake in the South China Sea and Pacific Storm Track. Surface Chl-a and $H$ for each storm in the South Pacific are listed in Supporting Information Table S1, and are correlated (Ezekiel’s adjusted r=0.83). TC Oma is the most extreme, with both the largest value of $H$ and the largest Chl-a response. We determine that a TC-PB occurs when $H > 2$ hr$^2$/km, below the minimum value (TC Thomas, $H = 2.4$hr$^2$/km) for the South Pacific TC-PB-producing storms observed here.

Because $H$ is obtained from storm tracks and is correlated to post-storm Chl-a, it can be used to predict the statistics of TC-PBs from storm tracks alone. Observed storm track data is sparse, incomplete, and spans only the most recent century. To derive statistics of South Pacific TC-PBs, we use the Synthetic Tropical cyclOne geneRation Model (STORM) dataset, which provides a 10,000-year record of synthetic storm tracks (Bloemendaal et al., 2020). STORM data resamples statistics based on the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) (Knapp et al., 2010) best-track data, with 3-hourly fixes. We compute $V$ using the straight-line distance between successive lat/lon fixes divided by 3 hours. In the South Pacific, there are 93922 individual TC storm tracks, with time series of $V$, and therefore $H$. In Fig. 1(b), we repeat Fig. 1(a) using the STORM dataset. An average grid cell in the WVR was passed over by 977 TCs during the 10,000-year STORM period, with 26 having $H > 2$ and 4 having $H > 10$. Note that tracks in the STORM dataset categorizes are all defined tropical cyclones (Saffir-Simpson category >1), whereas the IBTrACS dataset includes weaker tropical storms.

In Fig. 2(c) (right axis, log scale), we plot the number distribution of storms with each $H$ value, $N(H)$. Of all TCs in the South Pacific, 13218 (16.1%) of South Pacific storms met the criteria that $H > 2$, approximately 1 per year, and 1999 (2.3%) have $H > 10$, or 1 per 5 years. These storms with large $H$ we will hereafter define as “Oma-type” TC-PBs.

The long tail of the distribution of $H$ values suggests a consistent scaling behavior. To evaluate the functional distribution of $H$, we examine maximum likelihood fits for a variety of test distributions (power law, truncated power law, exponential, lognormal, negative binomial, and gamma) using the python powerlaw toolbox (Alstott et al., 2014) and following the procedures outlined by (Clauset et al., 2009; Virkar & Clauset, 2014) for testing for scaling behavior. Comparing log-likelihood ratios between all fit pairs we find an exponential fit (solid black line, Fig. 2c),

$$N(H) = 0.195 \exp -0.195(H - 2),$$

(4)

compares positively to all others. Python code which ingests the distribution of $H$ values and performs log-likelihood ratio tests is given in the Supporting Information.
An exponential distribution of $H$ underscores the rarity of Oma-type blooms, and can be used to reconstruct total TC count $N_{TC}$ from an observed number of Oma-type blooms $N_{oma}$. Empirically, a fraction $F = 0.141$ (13218 of 93922) of all STORM tracks have values of $H > 2$. To obtain total TC count, we compute,

$$N_{TC} = \frac{1}{F} \int_{2}^{\infty} N(H) dH \approx 34 \times N_{oma}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

### 3.2 Revisit frequency of TC-PBs

Storms generating TC-PBs occur on sub-decadal timescales across the South Pacific. With TC-PBs comes an anomalous influx of biomass that may play an important role in carbon cycling or marine food webs. Oma-type TC-PBs, which over the course of several weeks may contribute multiple-years of annual primary production, could potentially be seen in sediment - and as their frequency can be related to overall TC frequency, we seek to know where such TC-PBs occur and how often they recur.

To understand likely locations for TC-PBs, in Fig. 3(a) we plot the number of times a distinct TC from the STORM dataset “hovers” over each South Pacific location, and would be expected to lead to a TC-PB ($H>2$). The revisit frequency is then the expected number of years that would pass between TC-PB events at a location, equal to the STORM dataset length of 10,000 years divided by this TC-PB number. In Fig. 3(b), we plot the latitudinal dependence of the TC-PB number, averaged over longitudes from 150°E to 180°E. Most (71%) of the locations of potential TC-PBs lie in the band between 20°S and 15°S, with local maxima of 31.3 storms at 19.5°S and 33 at 15°S, roughly the location where the Oma TC-PB was observed (green vertical line). For latitudes in this high-storm band, revisit times for TC-PBs are 250-350 years.

Oma-type blooms are significantly rarer, and we repeat Fig. 3(a,b) as Fig. 3(c,d) for those TCs with $H > 10$. While again almost Oma-type events are in the band from 20°S and 10°S, fewer occur than for all TCs capable of producing a TC-PB. The latitudinal average number of Oma-type TC-PB producing storms in the STORM record is everywhere less than 6.1. Locally this may be higher: for example in the region south of Makira (Solomon Is.), 14 Oma-type hover events occur in the STORM dataset. Considering the latitudinal statistics, we estimate a revisit frequency of Oma-type TC-PBs of 1500-2500 years in this high-storm band.

### 4 Discussion + Conclusions

The phytoplankton bloom in the wake of TC Oma was the most extreme surface Chl-a response recorded by ocean color satellites in the South Pacific since 1997, and covered nearly 250,000 km² of Coral Sea west of Vanuatu. Yet Oma was not the only TC-PB recorded in the South Pacific, and we identified 14 others in the study period (1997-present) where anomalous surface Chl-a blooms occurred in the wake of a TC. We identified a correlation between a “hover” parameter, $H$ and the strength of the surface Chl-a response after the TC using satellite derived Chl-a data. Because of the infrequent nature of these events, to understand their statistics we made use of a unique dataset of synthetic storm tracks, which revealed Oma-type blooms revisit a location just once per 1.5-2.5 thousand years.

The observation of TC-PBs is hampered by observational challenges, notably the presence of clouds. In obtaining TC-PB measurements we manually examined all South Pacific TCs using multiple satellite-derived storm track, surface temperature, and surface Chlorophyll-a data (Supporting Tables 1-2). It is possible TC-PBs occurred for some TCs which were not visible from satellite, or that satellite observational uncertainty was responsible for a recorded bloom that may have not occurred. Observations of phyto-
plankton biomass from ocean color satellites are known to exhibit seasonally-varying biases of ± 20% (Bisson et al., 2021). Because of the highly anomalous (i.e., not systematic) nature of the TC-PBs we observe relative to seasonal Chl-a baselines (increases of 1-2 orders of magnitude from climatology over O(100)×10^3 km^2), and the multiple satellite platforms that record these events simultaneously, we are confident that these observations are not due to measurement bias. Still, as shown in Fig. 1, the magnitude, location, and extremeness of TC-PBs varies depending on the satellite used. While it is suggested that some TC-PBs are the results of vertical homogenization of existing deep Chlorophyll (Chai et al., 2021), we find that establishing a bloom threshold of 0.5 mg/m^2 rules out this process as generating the anomalous increases in Chl-a observed here.

Primary production is a key driver of the oceanic carbon sink and sedimentation in the deep ocean. Pulses of surface phytoplankton, such as those from PBs, are coupled to the fast-timescale response of benthic communities in the deep ocean (Graf et al., 1982; Billett et al., 1983; Kiorboe et al., 1994; Graf, 1989), including in the tropical Pacific (Smith et al., 1996). Seasonal PBs lead to a flux of phytodetritus to the abyssal oceans (Billett et al., 1983), as they sediment out of the euphotic zone faster than they can be grazed by higher-trophic-level species (Smetacek, 1985). South Pacific TC-PBs are significantly less frequent and more extreme than seasonal blooms, and they occur over areas typically deprived of surface nutrients. It is possible that locally, TC-PBs flux significant and anomalous amounts of carbon and phytodetritus to the abyss.

The infrequency of TC-PBs likely mitigates any long-time-scale impact on regional carbon sequestration in the South Pacific. Yet the fate of TC-PB biomass may be of use in reconstructing past TC variability. Large, infrequent fluxes of phytodetritus to the deep ocean may imprint on the sediment record, recorded in sediment cores as rapid, century-to-millenial-frequency increases in sedimentation rates. Using the exponential scaling of $N(H)$, we found that we may estimate the total number of tropical cyclones using the
number of recorded Oma-type blooms as,

\[ N_{TC} = 34 \times N(H > 10) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Here with \( N(H>10) = 1999 \) (in 10,000 years), \( N_{TC} \) is estimated as 6.8/yr. Between 1970-2021, 367 TCs were recorded in the South Pacific (Knapp et al., 2010), or 7.2/yr, an accuracy within 6%. The assertion that large TC-PBs may be used to reconstruct past TC counts depends on the ability to resolve TC-PBs in the sediment record, and a more systematic accounting for the fate of biomass from the Oma bloom. With this event occurring in the past decade, we suggest that a shallow sediment core in the WVR could be used to detect sediment from the Oma bloom and therefore the suitability of TC-PBs as a TC proxy. This future direction will require a careful assessment of abyssal South Pacific cores and climate-TC coupling, important areas of current and future work.
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1. **Highest Potential Chl-a measurement**

To understand whether the Chl-a recorded in the Oma bloom could come from vertical mixing of this deep Chl-a maximum, we compute the average Chl-a value, $\overline{C}(D)$ for a profile $C(z)$ perfectly mixed by a storm to a depth $D$,

$$\overline{C}(D) = \frac{\int_0^D C(z)dz}{D}.$$  

(1)

For the Bio-ARGO data obtained in the WVR (Fig. S2) the maximum value of Chl-a is $\overline{C}_{max} = 0.13$ mg/m$^3$ at $D = -125$m. Color satellites measurements sense Chl-a approximately over the first optical depth, $Z_{90} = 1/\kappa_{490}$, where $\kappa_{490}$ is the diffuse attenuation coefficient of light at 490nm. We compute $\kappa_{490}$ by fitting the average downwelling 490nm curve to an exponential function, obtaining $Z_{90} = 37$m for this region of the South Pa-
cific. Assuming that vertical mixing homogenizes the maximum amount of deep Chl-a per meter, and that all of this deep Chl-a is mixed into observable depths, we obtain the highest mixing-sourced Chl-a $C_{mix}$ as,

$$C_{mix} = \bar{C}_{max} \frac{D}{Z_{49}} \approx 0.47 \text{ mg/m}^3.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
**Figure S1.** Massive phytoplankton bloom induced by Tropical Cyclone Oma, 21 February 2019, UTC 0.00-0.59. Visible is the TC-PB West of Vanuatu and Cyclone Oma, West of New Caledonia. The Australian East Coast (2000km) provides scale. Chlorophyll model product image (produced from Himawari-8) supplied by the P-Tree System, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).
Figure S2. Bio-ARGO float data in the South Pacific. (a) Adjusted Chl-a (mg/m$^3$) measurements as a function of depth for the first 25 dives (red plot in (e)). Average shown in green. (b,c,d) Same as (a), for temperature, salinity, and 490 nm downwelling irradiance. (e) Location of bio-ARGO float 6901656 over time. Red is the samples used to make (a-d).
Table S1. TC-PB Hover and Chl-a data. Storm name with centre position (lon,lat) of TC-PB, JTWC fix numbers included in hover calculation, hover \((H)\) in hrs²/km, mean Chl-a ≥ 0.5mg/m³, number of Chl-a 4km grids in mean, date of Chl-a observation with (number of days after significant ∆SST).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storm</th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Fixes</th>
<th>(H) (hrs²/km)</th>
<th>Chl-a (≥ 0.5mg/m³)</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Date (days after ∆SST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niran</td>
<td>147.64</td>
<td>-14.37</td>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>9-Mar-21 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>165.45</td>
<td>-15.18</td>
<td>15-21</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9-Apr-20 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oma</td>
<td>164.85</td>
<td>-14.86</td>
<td>5-28</td>
<td>31.08</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2820</td>
<td>21-Feb-19 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hola</td>
<td>164.4</td>
<td>-17.41</td>
<td>14-20</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12-Mar-18 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna</td>
<td>164.18</td>
<td>-13.72</td>
<td>14-19</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>11-May-17 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>172.63</td>
<td>-18.16</td>
<td>47-53</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28-Feb-16 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam</td>
<td>169.96</td>
<td>-12.14</td>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>11.53</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>17-Mar-15 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra</td>
<td>161.47</td>
<td>-16.98</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>15-Mar-13 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uliu</td>
<td>157.94</td>
<td>-13.50</td>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>21.08</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>23-Mar-10 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>-178.46</td>
<td>-14.68</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18-Mar-10 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wati</td>
<td>153.21</td>
<td>-18.10</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27-Mar-06 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry</td>
<td>158.57</td>
<td>-18.30</td>
<td>18-28</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>14-Jan-05 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beni</td>
<td>161.16</td>
<td>-12.84</td>
<td>4-14</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>31-Jan-03 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe</td>
<td>169.06</td>
<td>-12.28</td>
<td>13-19</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3-Jan-03 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina</td>
<td>164.67</td>
<td>-15.78</td>
<td>28-36</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15-Jan-98 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm ID</td>
<td>JTWC ID</td>
<td>Chl-a dataset</td>
<td>Grid (E E S S)</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>∆SST dataset</td>
<td>Grid (E E S S)</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niran</td>
<td>bsh232021</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>146.48 149.08 -12.98 -15.98</td>
<td>9-Mar-21</td>
<td>MUR</td>
<td>146 149 -13 -16</td>
<td>6-Mar-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna</td>
<td>bsh122017</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>169.98 173.98 -13.98 -16.98</td>
<td>11-May-17</td>
<td>MUR</td>
<td>169 173 -14 -17</td>
<td>29-May-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilma</td>
<td>bsh122016</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>157.98 163.98 -13.98 -16.98</td>
<td>17-May-16</td>
<td>MUR</td>
<td>157 163 -14 -17</td>
<td>14-May-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina</td>
<td>bsh122010</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>163.98 168.98 -6.98 -12.98</td>
<td>27-May-10</td>
<td>MUR</td>
<td>163 168 -10 -13</td>
<td>07-May-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>